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UNO EVO
Whether phones, tablets, smartwatches, speakers, headphones, laptops or cameras; with the UNO series all consumer 
electronics can be discreetly and securely presented in no time. For good reason the UNO series, with thousands of 
installations, is the most sold series in the SENS program and one of the most successful display security products of 
Dutch origin.

The basis is formed by the UNO EVO, the 2nd generation super-compact controller on which a wide range of 
transparent product stands can be easily attached. Alarm and charging functions are integrated into the UNO EVO. 
And because this latest version also includes PowerDelivery 3.0 as standard, phones and tablets can also be charged 
effectively in demo mode.

What other advantages does the UNO EVO offer?
The minimalist design has been tightened up and optically slimmed down some more. In addition, the number of 
outputs has been doubled. And installing the UNO is even easier than with its predecessor. Which in that respect was 
already in a class of its own. 

New is that the UNO EVO is also available as a Protection-Only version. Which, thanks to an integrated battery and ultra-
efficient electronic design, no longer needs mains power. Useful for products that do not need to be powered from the 
UNO EVO, such as power tools and headphones.

On the premise; “keep what is good and improve where it can,” the UNO series is now more versatile, powerful and and 
capable ever. This is what we at SENS call: The power of simplicity.

Comparison SENS UNO EVO SENS UNO 
Base diameter 58 mm 58 mm

Base height 19 mm 19 mm

Quick charge portale PD Not available

Input 100-240VAC 0.5A 50/60Hz 100-240VAC 0.5A 50/60Hz

Output 5V up to 3000mA 5V up to 1500mA

9V up to 2220mA

12V up to 1670mA

Ports 2, USB/C autodetect mode 1, RJ type

1: Charging & Protection

2: Protection only

Battery CR2032, replaceable DL2450, replaceable

Battery lifetime Up to 26 months* Up to 36 months*

Buzzer 95 dB 95 dB

Display stands All UNO Acrylic stands All UNO Acrylic stands

Display mounting Adhesive Adhesive and screwmount

*when used without power supply (protection only)


